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"The world as we have created it is a process of our thinking. It cannot be changed without changing our
thinking." (Albert Einstein)
The Cape Higher Education Consortium proudly invites you to the new Creating the Executive-Edge
Programme, focusing on people and communication. The CEE 2022 Programme is new and exciting.

Creating the Executive-Edge Programme rationale
CHEC’s capacity development Programmes are known for their ability to develop capacity within the
member universities in support of each university’s own strategic intent and direction. This supports
the Western Cape and the South African national education system in building an innovative regional
HE system.
Creating the Executive-Edge Programme (CEE) has been developed by, and for, the universities in the
Western Cape and is presented under the auspices of the Cape Higher Education Consortium (CHEC).
The Programme is designed to meet the strategic needs of senior and executive management in HEIs
in the Western Cape. The Programme is designed for deans, deputy deans and senior or executive
directors appointed to executive positions in HEIs.
The purpose of the CEE is:
To engage in strategic leadership through people management in HE.
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The value of the CEE lies in the development of strategic leadership who values transformation,
communication and performance engagement. To this, the Programme follows a framework for
human-centric leadership in turbulent times.
There are four aspects in support of this: the ability to build trust and create a psychologically safe
workspace, to recognise and align meaning and purpose between people and organisation by
understanding the self, to grow and develop people through coaching and mentoring and to have a
systems view before taking action. To this, human-centric leadership during volatile times, focuses
on (1) Changing the conversation and ensuring emotional safety by understanding the self; (2)
understanding and working with change in diverse forms of leadership, re-introducing
communication and creativity through systems thinking and systems dynamics.

Intended Audience
The CEE is intended for the senior and executive manager and director at the levels of deans,
executive deans and executive or senior directors.
Therefore, the CEE Programme is for you if you are in a leading and executive position where strategic
decisions must be made, and you are required to be the change agent taking on liferent leadership
roles and responsibilities that require of you a deep sense of self understanding before being able to
manage and lead people that report to you.
The programme is designed for senior leadership in
HE. The programme responds to the notion that
successful leaders are change agents. They know
how to turn stumbling blocks into stepping-stones.
We mostly only when change when there is no
choice. Indeed, it is true that we don't resist change
as much as we resist being changed.
Leadership is about change management, taking
charge, and being selfless in executing an activity.
Emerging forms of leadership in HE, is about
bringing people together, creating cohesive teams, and ensuring communication and engagement.

Creating the Executive-Edge Programme rationale
Whereas the CLE Programme follows a staggered approach, the CEE Programme builds from within
following a human-centric approach.
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Layer 1. Being the sensemaker:
Layer 2. Being the change agent:
Layer 3. Being the strategic leader:
-

CEE core layers
Systems thinking in HE (CEE 1.1)
Personal mastery (CEE1.2)
Change agency in the new HE context (CEE 1.3)
Leadership and strategy in context (CEE 1.4)

CEE Elective courses
Leading in employee relations (CLE 2.1)
Resilience and wellness in a time of turbulence (CLE 2.2)
Leading through creativity, problem-solving, entrepreneurship (CLE 2.3)

Programme orientation
The Programme will kick off with an orientation session that all participants and facilitators should
attend. The orientation will provide an overview of the CLE Programme, the content and delivery
method and introduce the CHEC team and facilitators on the Programme. The orientation will be
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hosted before the first course is presented and attendance is compulsory for everyone.
We realise that your time is limited and therefore scheduled the sessions in the late afternoon. There
is one session scheduled for each of the core courses, but don’t worry, we will provide you
with reading materials and preparations. The sessions will focus on engagements with the
facilitators, specifically selected for their in-depth knowledge of the four areas of the programme. If
you are interested, you may register for the elective courses additionally to the four CEE courses.

Section A. Core courses
The four core course layers are presented by the spiral below staring with the inner layers and
moving to the outer layers as above.

CEE 1.1 Systems thinking in HE: The Nature of the Beast in Higher Education
Facilitator: Prof Sanchen Henning
Course description
Unravelling the pattern which connects through five principles:Principle #1 Openness: Critical stakeholder transactions
Principle #2 Purposefulness: Value-based behaviour
Principle#3 Multidimensionality: Creating complementary relationships
Principle #4 Emerging property: Quality improvement as the sum of all parts
Principle #5 Counterintuitive behaviour: Expecting the Unexpected
Leading in uncertain and complex environments
Conquering challenges and creating new pathways
The tie that bonds: a shared image of a desired future
Bio of facilitator
Sanchen is a research psychologist, currently employed by the Graduate School of Business
Leadership, UNISA. She completed her Master’s degree in Research Psychology at the University
of Pretoria and PhD in Consulting Psychology in 2009 at UNISA. She worked in the airline and
telecommunication industries as an air hostess, training specialist and marketing intelligence
specialist, respectively, prior to joining academia in 2013. Her role as a systems psychodynamic
scholar includes research and teaching to postgraduate students, executive coaching and
consulting to organisations on complex and unconscious human behaviours.
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CEE1.2 Personal mastery
Facilitator: Kim Everitt
Course description
The essential challenge in future individual and team performance is personal mastery. It
necessitates support workers, team leaders, and managers assessing and applying their own
knowledge to comprehend, motivate, and manage people in a variety of settings, including conflict
and interpersonal differences. This course is taking personal mastery a step further by teaching how
to fully understand who you are and what drives you; it is primarily concerned with self-awareness,
inner-work, and observing the impact our patterns of thinking, feeling, and behaving have on the
people and situations around us, as well as the outcomes of these encounters.
Topics covered:






The powerful Neurology in Personal Mastery
The energy of a Leader: The signature of authentic charisma
The Human Needs drivers of the Leader: Managing others in Change
The skill of Coaching/Mentoring/Managing in Leadership application
Our three intelligences and how to apply them toward Authenticity and Wisdom
Bio of facilitator

As an internationally qualified Master coach, author, keynote speaker, professional trainer, mentor
and entrepreneur, Kim Everitt, Founder & CEO of the NeuroCoach Institute, NeuroBusiness Institute
and Kim Coach Brilliant Brand use her corporate experience and coaching expertise to captivate and
empower thousands of individuals across Africa to live their personal and professional lives by
design, not by default.
Kim's personal guarantee of authenticity, professionalism and agility echoes through everything she
does. When not facilitating strategic sessions with c-suite executives or training the next generation
of exceptional NeuroCoaches, she spends quality time as a loving wife and step-mom, self-taught
artist, and custodian of two black rescue cats Shanti and Zoe.

CEE 1.3 Leaders as change agents in the new HE context
Facilitator: Prof José Frantz
Course description
Higher education is currently facing tremendous difficulties, which are fuelled by the internet's rapid
expansion, higher education's rising globalisation, and the ever-present question of institutional
quality. Leading change has become an ever-present reality for leaders in the higher education sector.
The traditional pattern of instructional providing is being broken by new types of educational
delivery via virtual networks. Higher education is being redefined by new players. The rules are
changing, and higher education institutions are under more pressure to adapt.
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As we embrace change as a constant it is important that we engage on how we can address this in our
own context. The course offers an opportunity for engagement, influential conversations and
reflection as we seek to find tangible solutions for the challenges we face.
Specific content
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Why higher education needs change agents
Being a leader in a new higher education setting by being a change agent:
Characteristics of leaders as change agents
Types of change management models
Equipping faculty to be part of the processes of change agency
Masters of the change process
Immunity to change
Challenges to change on HE

Bio of facilitator
José’s background is in the field of health education. She is currently the Deputy Vice Chancellor
for Research and Innovation, UWC. She has held leadership positions as the Dean of the Faculty of
Health Sciences, Deputy Dean of Research and Head of Department. Jose in her various positions
has developed leadership development programs in higher education which has assisted in
driving transformation in higher education at departmental, faculty and university level. She has
conducted and continues to conduct research in leadership development and publishes in this
area. Her 20 years’ experience in the higher education sector makes her a valuable resource for
future leaders.

CEE 1.4 Leadership and strategy in the new context
Facilitator: Prof Drikus Kriek
Course description
The course participants will engage about the role and duties of the leader, theories of educational
leaders, what makes educational leaders effective in their role and challenges faced by senior
leaders. The course will endeavour to find new paths of leadership for the current and future HE
challenges and will focus on the key conditions that need to be in place to ensure followers are
motivated to follow voluntarily.








Healthy universities (effectiveness of leadership on a healthy universities)
Understanding your role in leadership development
Making critical sense of leadership development
Creating conditions to lead
Motivating followers through a mindspace to lead
A framework for leadership in HE
What does it mean to be a leader in diverse situations?
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Cultural perceptions of senior leaders of the practice of leadership in higher education
Major challenges in leading academic staff from the perspective of senior leaders
Placing leadership in the context of education.
Bio of facilitator

Prof Drikus Kriek is Dean and Director of the Doctoral Programmes at the IEDC-Bled School of
Management in Bled, Slovenia. He is Associate-Professor of Leadership and HRM at IEDC and Wits
Business School. He teaches Leadership, Leading High-Performance teams and Organisation
Development courses on various Doctoral, MBA and Coaching programmes as well as on executive
education programmes both locally and internationally. His latest book, Team Leadership:
Theories, Tools and Techniques was published in 2019 while his next two books ˝The Art of
Leading Teams˝ and ˝MINDSPACE: Motivating teams˝ are in press and expected to be published in
2022. He is the author of three previous books including Creative Problem Solving: A manual for
South African Teams, 50 African Teambuilding Activities and Teambuilding (with Greyling
Viljoen). His current research, leadership development and lecturing focus on leadership identity
and the role it plays in the uptake and execution of leadership roles. He acted as Interim Director
of the Central and Eastern European Management Association in 2018 and was Academic Director
of the Academy of Management’s Specialized Conference on Responsible Leadership in Dynamic
Societies held in Bled in 2019. Previously, he was Director of the Leadership Development Centre
at Wits Business School of the University of the Witwatersrand. He holds an MA (Clin. Psych.) and
MBA degrees, both cum laude, from the Rand Afrikaans University (now University of
Johannesburg) and the University of Stellenbosch respectively and received his Doctorate from
the University of Pretoria and is a graduate of Yale University in the United States.

Section B. Electives (same as CLE)
CLE 2.1 Resilience and wellness in a time of turbulence
Facilitator: Mr Anwar van der Schyff
Course overview
This course is based on the premise that resilience is a pattern of qualities and skills – a competency
that leaders can develop. This in turn will help them turn stressful circumstances (potential
disasters) into growth opportunities instead. Managers with a resilient attitude towards change have
developed a solid, assured and secure sense of self. They can deal with the unexpected, stay
committed to relationships, and in general view change as a challenge and not a threat. The course
represents a resilience experience, where participants will develop resiliency or bounce-back ability
with a strong emphasis on personal resilience. After completing a resilience assessment in which they
explore their protective factors, they will be guided through a process for developing the capacity to
become more resilient. The Programme introduces the concept of wellness and a strong focus on
how to take care of yourself during time of turbulence and adversity. Participants are introduced to
wellness practices to support them when they have to deal with challenges and stressful situations.
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Bio of facilitator
Anwar’s background is in talent management, organisation effectiveness, leadership development,
change management & coaching working in various industries. He has worked extensively in a Multinational environment including British American Tobacco for fifteen years across the Globe i.e.,
Western Europe, Eastern Europe, Middle East and Africa and Asia Pacific where he worked in
approximately 35 countries. His key focus is overseeing projects and interventions he designed,
facilitate various interventions at Executive level, Engagement, Change management, Organisational
design, Culture and climate interventions, Coaching and Mentoring, HR Upskilling interventions,
Leadership development and Assessment tools and methodologies etc. Anwar is an Integral Coach,
certified with the Centre for Coaching at the UCT Graduate School of Business. Anwar works with
both individuals and teams/groups, using coaching as a means of affecting change. He has facilitated
the Resilience workshop on the CHEC CLE Programme for the past three years and also facilitates the
Programme at UCT, UWC, CPUT and in a number of corporates. He was also recently appointed as
the Head Tutor overseeing the Organisational Resilience Programme at the University of Oxford
Business School. He also lectures at UWC in the Organisational Psychology department, in the
Master’s and Honours Programme, and has guest lectured a module in change management in the
MBA Programme at the Stellenbosch business school. Anwar studied at the University of Cape Town,
the University of the Western Cape and the Gordon Institute of Business Science and holds
qualifications in the following areas: Industrial Psychology; Advanced Business Management &
Leadership Management Programme – graduated top of class - (Gordon Institute of Business Science)
and a certified Integral Coach (ACC), - UCT Graduate School of Business, Centre for Coaching.
Advanced Strategic Management – University of Leuven, Belgium methodology. He is a registered
Enneagram Practitioner – ABILENE Group Consulting.

CLE 2.2 Leading in employee relations
Facilitator: Ms Vanessa Pather
Course overview
Workplace relationships at universities can sometimes be adversarial and lead to conflict. If not
managed effectively, conflict can escalate and lead to dysfunctional and unproductive workplaces.
The first step towards building effective workplace relationships is to manage conflict effectively.
Secondly, South Africa has a sophisticated regulatory framework to manage and resolve workplace
disputes. it is important for leaders to understand and apply the law fairly in order to contribute to
and develop productive, high performing and stable workplaces. This is a practical, interactive, twoday course designed to equip participants with both knowledge and skills. It will focus on basic
conflict resolution skills and the law of unfair dismissal with a specific focus on how manage conduct
and capacity in the workplace.
Bio of facilitator
Vanessa Pather is an Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR) specialist and an attorney specializing in
Labour Law. She also has civil and criminal law experience and served as a public prosecutor before
being admitted to practice as an attorney. She has been a CCMA Commissioner for the past twentyfour years and currently serves as a Part-Time Senior Commissioner. She is also a mediator,
arbitrator, chairperson of disciplinary enquiries and trainer on several private agency panels and
private and public sector bargaining council panels. She has expertise and a broad range of
experience in developing capacity and building skills in the field of ADR and Labour Law. She has
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project managed several key labour market initiatives. She led an initiative on behalf of the Labour
Relations Practice Industry which successfully developed and delivered a qualification in Labour
Dispute Resolution Practice in partnership with six public universities. She also project managed an
initiative for Business Unity South Africa (BUSA) in partnership with the CCMA to develop a Small
Business Labour Information Web Tool.

CLE 2.3 Leading through creativity, problem-solving and entrepreneurship
Facilitator: Dr Dzingai Katsamba
Course overview
The course will delve into leadership creativity with innovative leadership differentiated from
novelty, invention and creativity. Specifically, the virtualization of leadership and the importance of
removing the distance in the 4IR will be discussed. Furthermore, an introduction to entrepreneurship
will be provided with a discussion of factors affecting small scale industries, the role of entrepreneurs
in the economy, entrepreneurial behaviour, facilities available for establishing small scale
enterprises. Use will be made of real-life examples to infuse the entrepreneurial spirit as well as
management skills such as problem-solving, systems support and the fundamentals of project
feasibility study.
Bio of facilitator
Dzingai Katsamba is a global entrepreneur, philanthropist, and astute leader. His flagship company
Global Sealing Solutions Africa group Pty Ltd (www.globseals.com) has 15 branches in 15 African
countries. He sits on various boards across Africa. He is an academic of note specialising in
Organisational Innovation and critical thinking. He lectures at various institutions of higher learning
in Africa and beyond, supervises MBA and PhD students across the world. He is the Dean of
Innovation and Technology at the Davinci Institute. He is also a board member of the SABS steering
committee for the ISO 5600 of Innovation Standards representing South Africa globally. He has
demonstrated the importance of the fusion of academia and entrepreneurship in changing the
economic situation in Africa and the world over. His philosophy is "Touching the current generation
through creation of entrepreneurs and touching the future through teaching ". Dzingai holds a
Doctorate in Business Leadership (UNISA), MBA (Regent Business School), BBA degree marketing
management (IMM), Advanced Dip. Mechanical Engineering (City & Guilds UK). Dzingai specialises
in promoting the effective application and leveraging of technologies for business and educational
services benefit. Strong focus on development of educational services, capacity, and competencies.
Working with clients to prepare for and deliver online, on-demand educational services. Business
driver with 30+ years business experience in the Information Technology and Telecommunications
markets in SA and other African countries. Held directorships on company boards in South Africa
since early 1990s. Historically played technical, project management, sales, management, and
leadership roles. Supply Chain experience having played roles within manufacturer, distributor and
reseller businesses. Entrepreneurial style, having built businesses from zero base, and developed
and grown established businesses, with involvement in mergers and acquisitions.
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CEE 2022 programme summary
Due date for registrations

15 June 2022
18 August 2022
16:00-19:00

Programme welcome and orientation
4IR

4.0
4.1

The changing world of
work
The virtual and training
environment

Core courses

Being the sensemaker
Being the change
agent
Being the leader

1.1

Systems thinking in HE

1.2

Personal mastery

1.3

Leaders as change agents
in the new HE context
Leadership and strategy in
context

1.4

Electives

(Same as CLE 2022)
2.1
Leading in employee
relations
2.2
Resilience and wellness in
a time of turbulence
2.3
Leading through creativity,
problem-solving,
entrepreneurship
Programme closure

25 August 2022
16:00-19:00
27 September 2022
16:00-19:00
27 October 2022
16:00-19:00
24 November 2022
16:00-19:00
20, 22 June
9:00-13:00
15, 17 Aug
9:00-13:00
17, 19 Oct
9:00-13:00
December 2022

Programme fee structure
-

All core courses in CEE are compulsory. The core course price is R16000/participant.
The electives courses are at the discretion of the participants and are charged at R3500
per participant per elective course.

Applications and registrations
Please apply for the entire Programme by completing a Nomination Form. Forms are available from
the Human Resources Department (Training and Development section) at your university or on the
CHEC website. Please request the head of your unit to approve your application, after which
you should submit the completed application form to your staff development /training
section.
Applications close on 5 June 2022 for the CEE. Late applications will only be considered if there are
still places available, and should be submitted to your university’s training department, and not to
CHEC. Your university is responsible for the selection of participants for each course, and CHEC does
not play any role in this process.
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Programme application process
1)

The Training and Development Department at each University takes care of all course
applications and selections on the basis of the Programme information and logs the
participants on the HR system at the University. The University Training Department will
submit the list of course participants for the purpose of developing the course
participation list to the CHEC Programme Administrator.

2)

The Programme Administrator will liaise directly with course participants with respect
to the practical course arrangements, including course feedback.

3)

Approved participants will be required to sign an electronic confirmation that they
understand: i) the course cancellation policy; and ii) the communication process for
course cancellation requests.

Number of participants per course
The CHEC Leadership and Management Capacity Development Programmes are highly sought after.
Participant numbers are restricted and depend on the extent of detail and engagement in a specific
course. We require at least 15 participants to offer the CEE Programme. Please check the specific
course for content details.

Contact details
Prof Martin Oosthuizen
CEO CHEC
martin@chec.ac.za
Prof René Pellissier
Programme manager (liaison with university training managers, quality control and engagement
with facilitators)
rene.pellissier@chec.ac.za
Ms Sisipho Zweni
CEE administrator (communications, general administration and engagement with participants)
Sisipho.zweni@chec.ac.za
Jaco Zietsman
IT support
Jaco.Zietsman@chec.ac.za
"One of the things I learned when I was negotiating was that until I changed myself I could not change
others." Nelson Mandela
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